Add Document Intelligence Automation to Box
Maximum processing speed and efficiency in the cloud: Ephesoft + Box

Ephesoft applies supervised machine learning to
help classify documents and collect valuable content
from structured and unstructured data. Our solutions
integrate easily with your deployment of Box, helping
you better manage – and extract value from – your
documents.
A critical step during digital transformation is to unlock
that valuable, hidden data that is trapped inside
both paper and electronic documents, including
PDFs, emails, chats, scans, images and folders. By
freeing your data, decision-makers and organizations
can make meaning of the data, so it can be used
intelligently. Content flows through Ephesoft Transact
to be captured, classified, extracted and exported
into Box.

The Power is in the Platform
Ephesoft Transact is the only true web-based and
cloud-enabled capture technology on the market.
Your solution has full access to a broad range of Web
Services OpenAPIs that provide granular, microservice capabilities. Need to OCR a document?
Extract specific data? Classify on the fly? Our modern
architecture provides developers with a full host of
smart content capture and data discovery services.
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Classification & Extraction

Ephesoft identifies document types (classification)
and extracts key data (extraction) along with full-text
OCR.
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Migration

Fortify your migration to Box with metadata and
document correlation. Ephesoft does not store data,
so the Box repository is needed to hold and process
the content once it’s identified and key data is
extracted.
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Inside Box

Ephesoft extracts the data into Box. Here, the
customer can access documents, perform a full-text
search and report on all repository data.
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Automation Benefits

Leveraging the two technologies reduces time spent
manually processing documents and lowers costs
with streamlined end-to-end processes.

Game-Changing Value
Web-Based Scanning

Web Upload

Through its HTML 5 web browser scanning
interface, users can use any TWAIN
scanner to add documents.

Upload documents through the Ephesoft
web interface directly into the capture
workflow.

Hot Folders

Email

Network folders now become
automated pathway to Box.
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Email attachments and contents can be
automatically processed.

CMIS

OpenAPIs/Custom

Our Content Management connector allows
you to migrate files from your legacy content
system into Box.

Ephesoft’s modern architecture is codefriendly to developers, allowing you to
interface with APIs to create custom
document ingestion methods.

Save Time with Auto-Mapping & Naming
Ephesoft’s supervised machine learning
automatically classifies documents and
extracts content to map into Box metadata
fields and used to automatically name files.

“Working with Ephesoft and Box has been great. We found that Ephesoft’s
innovative, cloud technology is on the forefront of the enterprise capture industry
with highly responsive support from the executive level down to sales, marketing
and technical support.”
— Adam Storch, Vice President of Business Solutions at Micro Strategies
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